ONE BIG, HAPPY FAMILY

With Amity, everything relates. With unified shaping and styling, each piece correlates with the next, allowing for consistency in a wide variety of interior settings.
MIX ‘N MATCH

Choose a bench, loveseat, or sofa. Add in a coffee table or end table. Get a chair, ottoman, or a mix of everything. There are countless combinations, only limited by your imagination.

A FANTASTIC FIRST IMPRESSION

Amity impresses people from the start with simple, spot-on details. A balance of minimal lines combines with plenty of opportunities for personalization—including materials and fabrics.
STATEMENT OF LINE

Seating Components

Freestanding Tables
In the most dynamic interior environments, people come together in perfect harmony. Amity was created with the idea that furniture could do the same.

As a name, Amity relates to friendship, closeness, and the ability to make meaningful connections. These ideas are manifested in a collection of tables, ottomans, benches, chairs, and sofas—all of which configure for vast and vibrant possibilities.
Claudia and Harry Washington's creative process is grounded in a philosophy that design is meant to connect people to their own human nature and to the essence that makes them authentically happy.

In the creation of their interior spaces, both residential and commercial, their projects often take in consideration a holistic approach, including the design of furniture, lamps, and other products if required.
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AMITY COLLABORATIVE SEATING